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Performance Task Item: Titanic 
 
Part A: 

Read “Time Machine (1912): Wreck of the White Starliner Titanic” and answer 

questions 1 – 4. 
 

1. According to the text, what are some of the reasons people thought the Titanic was 

unsinkable?  What features did they have in place to ensure safety of the boat?  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

2. Who was the Captain of the Titanic?  According to the text, what was a mistake he 

made after hearing the iceberg warning that cost many lives?  

 
 

 

 
 

3. According to the article, how long did it take the Titanic to sink after it struck the 

iceberg?  

 
 

 

 
 

4. This article was written in 1912, the same year the Titanic sank.  There were many 

things that came together to create the loss of life that fateful day.  Make a T-chart of 

things that could have caused a problem and then come up with a solution or change 

that could have been made to save lives.  
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Watch “The Sinking of the Titanic” and take notes on it.  

http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=30640&CategoryID=13804  

 

Use the infographic below, as well as the video, to answer questions 5 and 6. 

 
 

THE LIFEBOATS WERE ON THE VERY TOP DECK OUTSIDE EDGE OF THE BOAT 

 
5. According to the video, what time of day did the Titanic hit the iceberg?  Where would 

most of the people be on the ship during that time?  Do you think there would have 

been more survivors if the wreck had happened during the day?    

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

http://www.watchknowlearn.org/Video.aspx?VideoID=30640&CategoryID=13804
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6. The Titanic was a luxury ship.  It had first class and second class cabins called 

staterooms. The third class cabins were called berths.  According to the video, which 

class was the most expensive?  Which was the cheapest?  Most of the people who 

survived were from the first class staterooms. Looking at the above infographic and 

using the information from the video, why do you think more first class passengers 

survived than third class?  Using the Venn Diagram provided, compare and contrast 

the lives, journey and chance of survival.  Some research may be needed.   

 

 

 

 

 

7. Using the information you gathered from the articles, video and infographic about the 

Titanic tragedy, fill out the cause and effect chart starting with the Iceberg warnings 

and ending with the ship sinking.  Explain each event in your own words using key 

details from the text.  

 

 
 

 

 

 
Look at the Infographic “The Iceberg” to answer question 8. 

 

8. Looking at “The Iceberg” infographic, how much of the iceberg is above and below the 

water?  Why would it be harder to see an iceberg at night? (DOK 1)? 
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Part B: 

 
Read “Primary Sources: The Titanic, the Wireless Operator's Story” to answer 

questions 9 – 11. 

  
9. A Primary Source is something that is written by the person who lived the experience 

and it can be a historical document. It is a first-hand look at a situation. Harold Bride 

was the telegraph operator on the Titanic.  He was supposed to relieve the other 

telegraph operator, Phillips, but the ship struck an iceberg.  According to the text, 

does Harold Bride have respect for Phillips?  What evidence do you see of this from the 

article?  Give examples of Phillips heroic acts.  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

10. Using the text from this article as well as the other informational text you have read 

and analyzed, create a timeline of the events.  You must list 9 events, writing one or 

two sentences about each one as well as having at least 4 pictures relating to the 

events as well.  A timeline information sheet as well as a rubric have been provided.  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

11. In the first article “Time Machine (1912): Wreck of the White Star liner Titanic”, what 

did that article say about the importance of the telegraph operator?  Is it similar to 

what the primary source says?  Write key details from each article to show they say the 

same things or different things.  Why would Bride’s point of view be different from a 

passenger who was in the third class cabin?   Choose the viewpoint of one of the 

survivors of the Titanic.  You can choose a first, second or third class passenger or a 

crew member such as Bride. 
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Part C: 

 
12. In terrible situations, a person’s true character is tested.  Some people act honorably 

and others act selfishly in tragic times.  The honor code on the Titanic was women and 

children first to safety in the lifeboats.  It is also a code of honor that the captain stays 

with the ship, which is one of the reasons many crew members honorably tried to save 

their ship until the very end. Do you think it was right for women and children to get 

into the lifeboats first?  Many men and crew members knew they would lose their lives 

but died honorably helping others to try and get to safety.  Research the heroes of the 

Titanic and write a short biography of the person you selected, their background and 

their Titanic story.  Make a tribute to the hero you selected using a poster as well as 

notecards.  You will take part in a “Living Museum” and present your information to 

visitors to your classroom. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

13. Communication seemed to be a real problem on the Titanic.  Now with technology, 

some of those issues have been resolved.  There are several issues where 

communication has changed for the better.  Research one of the below issues and 

create a presentation as a group of ways that communication could or has been 

improved.  Use the problem solving graphic organizer to organize your thoughts.   

o Iceberg Warning System 

o Weather updates 

o Emergency Warning System for ship (for passengers) 

o Personal Life Saving Devices 

o SOS Alert System (to signal other ships in the area) 
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ARTICLES/STUDENT MATERIALS 

Time Machine (1912): Wreck of the White Star liner Titanic 

 

 
The RMS Titanic departing Southampton, England, on its maiden voyage, April 10, 1912. F.G.O. Stuart  

Time Machine (1912): Wreck of the White Star liner Titanic  

Newsela Editor's Note: This article originally appeared in the April 1912 issue of Scientific 

American. At the time, it was conventional to refer to a ship as "she." 

Of all the disasters at sea, none compares with the Titanic. On Sunday, April 14, 1912, the great 

ship sank. It was her first trip. The loss of the Titanic has left the world with many questions. 

The most important question is, "What went wrong?" Titanic was built at the best shipyard in 

England. The walls, floors and doors of the ship had extra strength. The thickest and heaviest 
steel was used. There were waterproof, steel-walled rooms around the engines and coal 

boilers. 

All the areas had pumps. If there was an accident, the pumps could stop the rise of water. 

Huge Ship Seemed Very Safe 

The great size of the Titanic was thought to be important for safety. If damaged, it would stay 

afloat for a long time. Everyone thought the ship was unsinkable. 

The Titanic was almost 900 feet long. The Britannia, built in 1840, was only 207 feet long. In 75 

years, ships grew to be almost 700 feet longer. Titanic weighed 60,000 pounds or 30 tons. The 

ship had rooms for 2,500 passengers.  Almost 500 more people worked on the ship. 

On Wednesday, April 10, the Titanic left England on her first and only trip. Four days later, on 
Sunday, April 14, the radioman got a message from another ship.  It warned that the Titanic 

was heading into a large field of icebergs. 
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The Titanic had gone 545 miles in four days. It was moving at nearly 22 knots, or about 23 miles 

an hour. It didn't slow down. 

Captain Did Not Slow Down For Icebergs 

It is a mystery why Captain Edward Smith kept the ship moving so fast. The night was bright 
with stars. The sea was calm. Maybe the captain thought he would have more warning. 

Suddenly a lookout yelled, "Berg ahead!" It was a quarter of a mile away. The Titanic swung to 

the left. But it was too late. The iceberg tore a 300-foot rip in the side of the ship. Watertight 

doors opened. The powerful pumps were flooded by the seawater.  In just a few minutes, the 

crew knew Titanic was going to sink. 

If the Titanic had been moving more slowly, at 11 knots or 11 miles an hour, the long rip on the 

side would have been shorter. The Titanic might have bounced off of the iceberg. More doors 

would have stayed closed. The pumps might have worked.  

Not Enough Lifeboats for Everyone 

The wireless radio was important. The radioman sent an SOS signal for help. The SOS was 

heard by several ships. The closest was 58 miles away. It would need three hours to get there. 

The Titanic began to sink. People lined up for the lifeboats. There were only 20 of them. A 

thousand people could be saved. However, more than 2,000 were waiting to be saved. 

England has rules that ships don't need lifeboats for all the people on a ship. Many call this law 

wrong. Not changing the rules has cost many lives. If the rules had been changed, everyone on 

Titanic could have been saved. It will not be forgotten. 

Titanic Rests at Bottom of Ocean 

Companies say it would cost too much money. Space for extra restaurants and sun decks could 

have been used for more lifeboats. Steamship companies must change the rules. Lives are 

more important than money.  

The passengers in lifeboats said that the Titanic was almost straight up in the air before she 
sank.  As she swung around, her heavy engines crashed forward. The water hissed as she sank. 

It was 2 1/2 hours after the ship hit the iceberg. 

There was a soft roar as boilers burst. The ship broke apart and sank to the bottom of the 

Atlantic Ocean. Two miles below, the Titanic marks the grave where 1,600 people died in this 

awful tragedy! 
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Primary Sources: The Titanic, the Wireless Operator's Story 

 
Editor's Note: The Titanic was a huge ship. It was built in the early 1900s. At the time, it was the largest 
boat ever made. 

On April 10, 1912, the Titanic set off on an ocean trip. Some of the richest people in the world were 
onboard. 

The Titanic had a telegraph machine. It was used to send and receive messages. 
There were two telegraph operators onboard. They worked the telegraph machine. Harold Bride was 

one of the two operators. He was 22 years old.  

On the night of April 14, 1912, something terrible happened. The Titanic hit an iceberg.  
The giant hunk of ice punched several holes in the ship. Soon, the Titanic began sinking.  

The Titanic went under very quickly. More than 1,500 people drowned.  

Bride was one of the lucky ones. He was rescued just in time. Bride tells his story below. He told it to the 

New York Times newspaper. 

 

"We've Struck an Iceberg" 

 

My job on the Titanic was to take over for the main telegraph operator. His name was Phillips. 

I filled in for him from midnight until the early morning. That night I was about to take over 

from Phillips when the captain showed up. 

“We’ve struck an iceberg,” the captain said. "You had better send out a call for help.”  Suddenly, 

the front of the ship began sinking. By then Phillips had telegraphed two nearby ships, the 

Frankfurt and the Carpathia. Both were on their way to help us. Phillips kept in touch with 

them. He let them know where we were and what was happening. 

 

"The Water Had Almost Reached the Boat Deck" 

 

Soon, the women and children onboard began climbing into lifeboats.  
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By then the water had almost reached the boat deck. How poor Phillips kept working I do not 

know.  He was a brave man. He stuck to his work while everybody else was running about. I will 

never forget what Phillips did during the last awful 15 minutes.  As the boat kept sinking, I ran 

to my cabin to grab my lifebelt. When I returned I saw Phillips standing on the deck. He was still 

sending telegraph messages to the Carpathia. 

 

"A Large Wave Washed Over the Deck" 

 

I saw a group of men trying to push a lifeboat off the deck, so I went up to them to help. 

Suddenly, a large wave washed over the deck.  The big wave carried the lifeboat off the deck. 

It also carried me along with it.  But that was not all. The lifeboat landed in the water upside 

down, with me trapped under it. I came very close to dying.  How I got out from under the 

lifeboat I do not know, but somehow I did. There were hundreds of men in the water all around 

me. They were trying their hardest to keep from drowning. 

 

"I Simply Had To Get Away From the Ship" 

 

I felt I simply had to get away from the ship. She was slowly turning on her nose, just like a duck 

going down for a dive. I knew I had to move away so I wouldn't be pulled in when she went 

down.  Soon, the Titanic was sticking straight up in the air, and she began to slowly disappear. 

Then, I saw her slip away completely under the waves.  I began swimming toward a nearby 

lifeboat. As I came up to it, someone pulled me aboard. There was just enough room left in it 

for me to roll onto the edge. 

 

"I Will Never Forget What Phillips Did" 

 

At last the Carpathia arrived. Our lifeboat drew near, and one by one our men were taken off of 

it.  One man onboard our lifeboat was dead. It was Phillips, who had waited to the last minute 

to save himself. He had died from the cold and from overwork, I guess.   I will never forget what 

Phillips did. The captain told him he could leave, but he stayed and kept sending messages 

until the very end. He was a true hero. 
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Infographic – “Titanic by the Numbers” 
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Name         Date 

 
TITANIC TROUBLES 

 

 
Just one different choice… 

There were many reasons for the loss of life on the Titanic. 

Using the article you read, write a problem (or cause) that caused so many to die on the 

Titanic. Then write a solution or change that could have been made to help people. (One 
example has been provided.) 

 

Problem        Change 

 

There were not enough lifeboats.   Be sure there are enough lifeboats for  

        person on the ship.   
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Name _______________________________________________     Date _______________ 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Compare and Constrast the lives, background, and journey of First Class, 

Second Class and Third Class Passengers. 

First Class 

Second Class Third Class 
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TITANIC TIMELINE INSTRUCTIONS 

 
Create a timeline based on the informational texts you have read about the tragedy of 

the Titanic.   You must: 

 
1. List at least 9 events from the Titanic. 

2. Provide at least 1-2 sentences about each event based on your research. 

3. Ensure the events are in chronological order (the order that they happened). 

4. Have a photo or picture for at least four separate events. 

5. Be creative.  You can use regular boxes or designs that fit with the theme. (For 

example, life preservers, ship, iceberg) but be sure you are able to read the sentences. 

 
 

Titanic Timeline Rubric 

Item Points Complete Notes 

9 events from Titanic  (4 points each) 

  

  

36   

1‐2 sentences of valid research for  
each event (4 points each) 

  

36   

Neatness 
  

10   

At least 4 pictures (2 point each)  8   

Creativity  
  

10   
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PROBLEM SOLVING GRAPHIC ORGANIZER FOR TITANIC 

 

PROBLEM                    OPTIONS              OUTCOMES                         CHOICES 

        (What can be done?)        
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BIOGRAPHY POSTER RUBRIC FOR TITANIC HEROES 

 

 

 

CATEGORY 5 4 3 2 1 Points 
Earned 

Creativity/ 

Originality 

The poster 

shows a very 
original 
presentation of 
the materials 

which captures 

the viewer’s 

attention and 

shows that the 
student went 

over and 
beyond the 

requirements, 
which were all 
met and 

exceeded. A 
great deal of 

time was spent 

on creativity. 

The poster 

shows a lot 
of originality; 
good variety 
and blending 

of materials. 

The poster is 

very 

interesting to 
the viewer. 

The student 
spent a lot of 

time on the 
work and 
most of the 

requirements 
were met. A 

lot of time 

was spent on 

creativity.          

The poster 

has some 
originality and 
variety of 
materials. 

Some but not 

all the 

requirements 

were fulfilled. 
It shows some 

creativity and 
that moderate 

amount of 
time was 
taken to 

create the 
poster. 

Viewers have 

some interest. 

The poster 

has little 
originality or 
variety of 
materials. 

Few of the 

requirements 

are met. It 

shows little 
creativity and 

that minimum 
amount of 

time was 
taken to 
create the 

poster. 
Viewers have 

little interest. 

The poster 

has no 
originality. 
Insufficient 
use of 

materials. 

None of the 

requirements 

were met. It 
shows no 

creativity 
and that 

almost no 
time was 
taken to 

create the 
poster. 

Viewers have 

no interest. 

 

Quality of Poster 

Presentation 

The poster is 
effective in 

relating all of 

the topics and 
requirements. 

Physical 
appearance of 

project shows 
attention to 
details in terms 

of lettering, 

organization, 

typing 
proofreading, 
neatness, 
picture & art 

labels, etc. 

The poster is 
interesting 

and 

adequately 
addresses 

the 
requirements 

and topics.  
Good 
physical 

appearance.  

Minor flaws 

in details. 

The poster is 
somewhat 

interesting 

and vaguely 
addresses the 

requirements 
and topics. 

Appearance is 
not very 
appealing. 

Moderate 

errors in 

details. 

The poster is 
not 

interesting 

and barely 
addresses the 

requirements 
and topic. 

Some vital 
elements are 
missing. 

Physical 

appearance is 

not appealing. 
Major errors in 
details. 

The poster is 
not 

interesting 

and badly 
done and 

does not 
meet the 

requirements 
or topic. Vital 
elements are 

incomplete 

or not 

appropriate. 
Unappealing 
with extreme 
errors in 

details. 
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Titanic Living Museum Rubric 

 
                                                     

Time Management and Preparation:  20 points 

 
1.  You always came to class prepared to work and used time wisely. 10 points _____ 

2.  All work was completed on-time and neatly.      10 points _____ 

             

  
Research:   30 points 

 

1.  Research is thorough and has a good source.               10 points _____ 

2.  Facts include Name & at least 2 background facts.     10 points _____ 

3.  Titanic story is thorough and well stated.                   10 points _____ 

  
Presentation:  50 points  

 

1.  Poster presentation.                                               20 points_____ 

2.  Speech presentation.                                                      20 points_____                                                                
3.  Creativity/Style.                                                  10 points_____ 

 

 
    TOTAL     __________/100 POINTS 
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Newspaper Article Rubric for Titanic Tragedy 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 Student Name: ____________________________________________________________ 

 

CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 

Who, What, 

When, Where & 

How 

The article 

includes all of the 

5 W's (who, what, 

when, where and 

why/how). 

The article   

includes 3-4 of the 

5 W's (who, what, 

when, where and 

why/how). 

The article 

addresses 2 of the 

5 W's (who, what, 

when, where and 

why/how). 

The article does 

not include the 5 

W’s and/or is a 

summary of the 

entire book. 

Articles - 

Purpose 

The article 

establishes a clear 

purpose in the 

lead paragraph 

and demonstrates 

a clear 

understanding of 

the topic. 

The article 

establishes a clear 

purpose in the 

lead paragraph, 

but lacks a clear 

understanding of 

the topic. 

The article does 

not establish a 

clear purpose in 

the lead 

paragraph. 

The article is more 

than 25% off-

topic. 

Articles - 

Supporting 

Details 

The details in the 

article are clear, 

effective, and vivid 

90-100% of the 

time. 

The details in the 

article are clear 

and pertinent 80-

90% of the time. 

The details in the 

article are clear 

and pertinent 70-

80% of the time. 

The details in 

more than 30% of 

the article are 

neither clear nor 

pertinent. 

Articles - 

Interest 

The article 

contains facts, 

figures, and/or 

word choices that 

make the articles 

exceptionally 

interesting to 

readers. 

The article 

contains facts, 

figures, and/or 

word choices that 

make the articles 

interesting to 

readers. 

The article 

contains some 

facts or figures but 

is marginally 

interesting to 

read. 

The article does 

not contain facts 

or figures that 

might make it 

interesting to 

read. 

Spelling and 

Proofreading  

0-1 spelling, 

punctuation, or 

grammar errors.  

2-3 spelling, 

punctuation, or 

grammar errors.  

4-5 spelling, 

punctuation, or 

grammar errors.  

6+ spelling, 

punctuation, or 

grammar errors.  
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